l Introduction* Let A(R ά ) = {z e C: 1/R d < \z\ < R ά ) be an annulus in the complex plane. If /: A(R λ ) -> A(R 2 ) is a holomorphic mapping, then the topological behavior of / is restricted in terms of the moduli R 1 and R 2 (see Schiffer [6] and Huber [4] ). With the methods of Landau and Osserman [5] it will be possible to generalize this result to certain domains which are (topologically) the products of plane annuli. Domains satisfying (2) are also shown to be rigid; see Theorem 2 and Remark 1. In [1] the homology group H 2n _ λ was used to prove rigidity; here we discuss H γ .
Let ΩdC n be a complex manifold and let = (ueC\Ω), 0 < u < 1, u pluriharmonic} .
If 7 6 H^Ω, R) is a homology class, then a seminorm on 7 may be defined by
where d c -iφ -d), (see Chern, Levine, and Nirenberg [2] ). If F: Ω x -> Ω 2 is a holomorphic mapping, then the map on homology F*\ H ι (Ω u R) -> ίίi(ιΩ 2 , R) must decrease this norm. 
2*
In terms of the basis {dθ u , dθ n }, Γ may be identified as a subset of jEP(i2, R), and so H 1 inherits the dual norm. Thus, for each a e H\Ω, R) with a e dΓ, there exists 7 e H^Ω, R) such that 7 α = iV{7}
For w 6^ ϊeΓ, we will use the notation:
It is useful to know, given a homology class 7 6 .£^(42, Z), whether there is an imbedded annulus φ: A(R) -> Ω such that <P*(\z\ = 1) = 7 and iSΓ{| 2| = 1} = iV{7}. We do not know this in general, but this happens when ω = -ω. For integers m 1? , m n9 we define the map φ: A(R) -> C w by φ{τ) = (τ w s , τ"S, and thus ^(]^| = 1) = Σ"V>V It is easily seen that ^>(A(J?))ci2 for log R -μ \ί (μm lf , ^m n ) e ft). By the identification 5 = (l/π)ω, we have for ^ = logjβ and μ(m lf , m Λ ) 3* Extremal functions* To study holomorphic mappings we will need to know that the function achieving the supremum in (1) is unique. is the unique function in ^ satisfying
If v e ά?~ satisfies
Proof. The first assertion is well known. The idea of the proof is that if v e ^ and if {u > v} is nonempty, then the homology class of 7' = d{u > v} is homologous to 7. Thus if v satisfies (5), then
Thus V(u -v) -0 on 7', and by unique continuation, u = v on A{R). For details, see Landau and Osserman [5] , or [1] .
For the second assertion, we consider the Laurent expansion , θ n 6 R. Finally we will show that u(r) = %°(r) for r = Xc, 0 < λ < 1. If this does not hold, then there exists δ > 0 such that \u(z) -%°(|«|)| > δ for all z such that \z -r\ < δ. Now we may cover the set T{z e Ω: I ^ | = r ό ) with if balls (K large) of radius δ and centers Qu *' , Qκ& T. At least one of these balls has the property that Proof. Let us first suppose that da) is smooth and strictly convex. Let a:S n~1 ->dω be the Gauss map, i.e., the outward normal to dω at a(ξ) is ξ. Consider the map β: S n~ι -> S %-1 given by Clearly /3(|) £ > 0, and thus β has degree 1, so that β is onto. Let ς 0 be a vector such that β(ξ 0 ) = c/|c|. Then we take p x = a(ξ 0 ), p 0 = «( -ίo), and grad Lw = /3(f).
For general ω, we take an increasing sequence {ω ό } of smoothly bounded strictly convex sets. If u j , pi, p{ have the desired properties on (ΰj, we pass to a convergent subsequence to obtain u, p 0 , p x . Now we show that we can obtain the family {u u , u n }. Let us suppose that we have found {u u --,Uj} with {Lu u , Luj}, 1 ^ 3 < n, linearly independent and satisfying (6) .
Pick c e Πfc^i Ker Lu k9 c Φ 0. It follows that if u 3+1 satisfies the conclusion of the first part of the proposition, then {Lu u , Lu 3+1 } are linearly independent. Now we perturb c slightly so that (6) is satisfied and the set is still independent. 4* Application to holomorphic mappings* Let F: Ω x -> Ω 2 be a holomorphic mapping of domains satisfying (2) . Then by the integer matrix T F we will denote the map on integral homology 
Since F is holomorphic,
Since u 3 -satisfies (6), we conclude by Proposition 2, that u 3 This gives n independent equations which have the form Σ % log Iz t \ = ±c' iS log \F i (z)\ il il for j -1, , n. Thus log \F t {z)\ = Σ αϋl o & I^L ί = 1, , n. Since TV = T, it follows that α^ = t iίf and so .F has the desired form. Thus so that det (dFJdz,) = (ΠΣU F k /z k ) det Γ =* 0. Since T{ω,) = α) 2 it follows that F is in fact a covering map and is proper.
Conversely, we shows that if F is a covering, then F* is an isometry. We consider first the one-dimensional case /:
is given by φ(z) = 2*, then taking a suitable branch of φ~\f) we obtain a biholomorphism between A(R t ) and A(J?2
, /* is an isometry. For the general case, we consider integral homology classes 7' = Σ w/yί 6 iϊi(i2 2 , Z). Let 9>: A' -> Ω 2 be an imbedding of an annulus so that φ*(σ) = 7' and (4) holds. If we set A -F~\φA!), then F u : A -> ^A' is a covering. F is proper, so F -1 7' is a closed curve in Ω x \ thus A is a 1-dimensional annulus and so (.Fu)* is an isometry. We let σ be the generator of H X {A, Z), and we let 7 = Ί a be the induced element of H 1 (Ω U Z). Thus ^(7) = 7 f , and so iV{7} { 7'}. On the other hand, since AaΩ u N{7'} = N{σ'} = N{σ} ^ i\Γ{7} , and so i\Γ{7} = ^{^(7)}. Since this holds for all integral classes in -Hi(β 2 , JB), it follows that F* is an isometry. THEOREM Proof We repeat the appropriate portion of the proof of Theorem 1 and conclude that if F* is an isometry, then
Co, + Σ c ti log |^| = c' QJ + Σ us log I F t (z) | for j = 1, , w. Thus | 2Γ,.(β) | = b^z^ |^Λ| 6^, and so F has the desired form since F* = Γ^. As before, det (dFJdZj) Φ 0. To show that F is a covering, we show that F is proper. We have already
